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Despite Decreasing Security in Afghanistan, Mine Action Continues with the People’s
Support
Amidst political uncertainty and intensification in armed conflict as international military
forces withdraw from nearly 15 years of combat operations, the Mine Action Programme of
Afghanistan (MAPA) continues to work tirelessly to rid the country of landmines and explosive remnants of war (ERW).
Key to MAPA’s ongoing success and resilience is the support it enjoys from the Afghan people who have frequently not only stood by the Programme but courageously defended the
lives and tools of its staff. An incident which occurred on 27 September in Ghoriza village,
Sayed Karam district of Paktia province offers a perfect example. Around midday, an armed
group abducted seven staff and seized vehicles and equipment from a demining project
implemented by the Mine Clearance Planning Agency (MCPA). Recognising the value of the
project to their lives and livelihoods, community members reacted in protest. Fortunately,
the indisputable benefits of the project allowed community leaders to negotiate with the
culprits and secure the safe release of the staff and return of the vehicles and equipment
just two days later.
Such an attitude to mine action is found throughout Afghanistan and to some extent mitigates the risks of continuing operations in an unstable environment. Communities consistently react positively to the presence of deminers, offering free access to land and facilities
and engaging with community liaison activities that ensure projects focus on the commu-
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nity’s priorities. With this support, the milestones marking the path towards the goal of a
mine-free Afghanistan in 2023 continue to be passed.
This October, upon completion of a European Union funded village-by-village survey, two more districts in Baghlan province, Khost wa Fereng and Guzargahi Nur, were declared clear from known hazards. More than 70 per cent of mine and ERW threats in Baghlan – one of the
most mine-affected provinces – have now been removed, opening land for the development of housing, agriculture, health clinics, schools,
commerce, roads and other critical infrastructure. At a handover ceremony marking the occasion, Baghlan province Head of Sector Services
Abdul Qadir Khurami declared “we are very thankful to the Mine Action Coordination Centre for Afghanistan (MACCA), UNMAS and the international donor community who have supported the MAPA” and praised the heroism and sacrifice of the thousands of Afghan deminers
working in dangerous conditions.

MAPA is supported by the following donors to the UN Voluntary Trust Fund for Assistance in Mine Action administrated by UNMAS:
Australia, Austria, Canada, Finland, Italy, Japan, South Korea, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Netherlands, and Saudi Arabia.
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ARR Japan, Belgium, DDG Core Fund, Denmark, Finland, Germany, Ireland, Japan, Netherlands, Norway, PATRIP, Poland, Sweden, UNHCR, UK, UNOCHA, and US DOS.
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In addition to the help of the people, sustained donor support is
critical to the MAPA and its ability to declare Afghanistan mine-free
by 2023 as required by the Ottawa Treaty. Achieving this goal
would be a truly historic success story for Afghanistan and the
world. If the required funding is not secured, as has been the case
in 2014, Afghanistan will not fulfill its international obligations and
communities will continue to suffer from the presence of mines and
ERW.
Playing Our Part to Support the Internally Displaced People of
Dangam
The Mine Action Programme of Afghanistan (MAPA) makes every
effort to offer a helping hand to those Afghans who require its assistance. In recent times, armed conflict between Afghan National
Army and anti-government militants in Dangam District of Kunar
Province has increased substantially. The conflict has forced local
people to abandon their homes and leave their villages to escape
harm's way. The cold winter weather adds another harsh element
to the already desperate situation in which these internally displaced people (IDPs) find themselves, especially for children and the
elderly. MAPA has been called upon to assist the Afghan Government in reaching the people of Kunar Province and providing much
needed support.
The Ministry of Economy (MoEc) of Afghanistan made a formal appeal to all non-governmental organisations and other aid agencies
to provide help to the hundreds of IDPs from Dangam district. Civil
society organisations have responded generously in providing materials including food items, blankets, tents, clothing, medical supplies, winterisation kits and other necessary goods. The HALO Trust,
an implementing partner of MAPA, has taken responsibility for the
voluntary collection and delivery of this aid. In January 2015, four
trucks of departed for Asadabad and Dangam districts laden with
aid and supervised by representatives of the MoEc and more trucks
will be prepared and dispatched in the coming weeks.
This quick response to a call for humanitarian assistance is another
example of the MAPA’s continual support to the people of Afghanistan. The HALO Trust's involvement in the relief effort is an indication of the trust the Afghan Government has in MAPA's capabilities
and flexibility as one of the most successful humanitarian mine
action programme in the world.
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MAPA Gender Mainstreaming Strategy Workshops
In November and December of 2014, MACCA's MRE and Gender
section conducted two gender mainstreaming strategy workshops.
The workshops brought together gender focal points from 17 implementing partner organisations including AAR-Japan, ALSO, ARCS,
ATC, DAFA, DAO, DDG, DMC, HALO, HI, IFRC, KOO, MDC and SDA
along with two line ministries (MoPH and MoLSAMD). The workshops’ participants and the MACCA team discussed the implementation of the MAPA Gender Mainstreaming Strategy and provided
clarity on the necessary activities and division of responsibilities
needed to mainstream gender-based issues and activities into their
programmes, plans and policies. The workshop were held as part of
the capacity building program of stakeholders on MAPA-Gender
Mainstreaming Strategy.
The main objective of the sessions were to ensure that "gender is
mainstreamed in all aspects of the MAPA by 2016, resulting in more
sustainable outcomes and providing equal opportunities and access
for women, girls, boys and men living or working in mine/ERW impacted communities". Participants were left with an understanding
of the strategy and were provided with the tools needed to incorporate gender-based activities into their future projects and plans,
thereby ensuring effective gender mainstreaming across the MAPA
in the long term.
The MAPA Gender Mainstreaming Strategy 2014 – 2016 was developed with the assistance of the Gender and Mine Action Programme (GMAP) through a grant provided by the UN Mine Action
Service and a financial contribution from the Geneva International
Centre for Humanitarian Demining (GICHD).
The development of the strategy coincides with the end of the Mine
Action Programme for Afghanistan Mine Action Strategic Guideline
2008-2013 which clearly stated the intention to promote gender
mainstreaming throughout all activities of the programme.
Feedback from participants was generally positive. The comments
received included:
1. “It is a positive sign that implementation of the MAPA Gender
Mainstreaming Strategy is starting. IPs and MACCA are taking gender seriously and most of the myths regarding gender have been
cleared. I learnt how and when to mainstream gender into my
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CASUALTIES DURING OCTOBER 2014
During October, 45 civilian casualties due to mines and Explosive Remnants of War (ERW) and PPIED were recorded in Afghanistan.

future projects and plans and the arrangement of the workshops preciated by the participants and was very fruitful. The facilitators
were fabulous, I thank the facilitators sincerely” Mrs Maky Siawash, made several references to the workshop handouts, copies of which
KOO Director.
were handed out to all participants.
2. “I have learnt the new methods on mainstreaming gender into The idea of specific, measurable, appropriate, realistic and timeprojects and plans, which is useful in my future plans and activities, I bound (SMART) objectives and the links between understanding the
really liked the sessions.” Ms Nazila Jamshidi, Gender Manager, IFRC. context and setting the goals were discussed in the session and have
been revised later throughout the workshop.
3. “A positive and legal step towards protection of women and children in Mine Action, who are underrepresented in our society” Mr It was clear that the MACCA Director and Chief of Staff added considerable value to discussions, through sharing their experiences of straWahid Kakar, Training Head, DDG.
tegic planning processes in the Afghan programme. The Afghan parAll participants agreed to work towards gender mainstreaming in
ticipants further presented MACCA’s balanced scorecard (BSC) aptheir organisations and projects. Implementing partners will review
proach, as part of the session on monitoring.
their standard operating procedures (SOPs) and make them more
gender sensitive. They will develop gender policies at their organisa- During the last group session on the final day, the facilitators asked
tions, create career opportunities for women, develop gender main- all participants to develop action plans and strategic objectives restreaming action plans, consider beneficiary equality and conduct lated to what they will do as a result of the workshop. The working
groups presented the objectives and action points in the plenary and
gender analysis at the geographical locations of their projects.
GICHD trainers explained that they will follow up with participants on
In terms of the Gender Strategy, the main achievements were that
their progress in implementing and achieving the strategic objectives
most of the IPs reviewed their organizations' Human Resource poli- in three months.
cies and made them more gender sensitive. Meanwhile some partners established a gender complain box system to address any gen- The part of the workshop dedicated to gender and diversity was parder sensitive issues if arise. Most of the IPs revised their code of con- ticularly active and interesting. Several participants took the chance
duct and prepared gender based induction presentations to be deliv- to express their understanding of gender and how and why it is often
ered to all newcomers in their organizations. Mainly mine action IPs associated with women’s rights and empowerment.
are working in building up gender balanced working teams where The main topics discussed at the workshop were:
possible and provide training sessions on gender issues to all their
 Developing the plan; institutional architecture
staff.
Overall, The Gender Mainstreaming Strategy –Gender Focal points  Risk management
meeting was held successfully and further ensured that participants  Implementing the plan
gained a better understanding of concept of gender action planning
 Results-based management and quality management
and mainstreaming in Mine Action The sessions encouraged the
analysis of gender issues and perceived challenges in mainstreaming  Review of the strategic planning cycle Gender and diversity
gender in mine actions.
In the closing session of the workshop, participants' feedback was
gathered. Certificates were handed out together with flash drives
Strategic Planning Workshop in Tajikistan
containing all of the electronic material used during the workshop.
On 9 November 2014, the Geneva International Centre for Humanitarian Demining (GICHD) conducted a three-day strategic planning
workshop for the Tajikistan Mine Action Programme (TMAP) as formally requested by the Programme in February 2014. The workshop's
main agenda was to assist the development of the first transition
plan and strategy of TMAP.
Recognising that both Afghanistan and Tajikistan were included as
countries in mine action case studies and acknowledging the cooperation between the two mine action programmes for several years,
the GICHD conducted the workshop for both countries' mine action
programmes in Dushanbe.
Several senior representatives of the Government of Tajikistan (GoT)
attended, including from the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, the Ministry
of Health, the Ministry of Defence and the Commission on the Implementation of International Humanitarian Law (CIIHL). From Afghanistan, Mr Sediq Rashid, Director of the Mine Action Coordination Centre of Afghanistan (MACCA) and Mr Mohammad Wakil, MACCA Chief
of Staff participated in the workshop.
This strategic planning workshop was the first of its kind and was
conducted as a pilot. The facilitators made a conscious decision to
focus on group activities and discussions rather than structuring the
workshop around presentations, a decision that appeared to be ap-

Strategic Planning Workshop in Tajikistan

MACCA, TMAP and GICHD are working together closely to achieve
their common ultimate goals to clear the world of mines and explosive remnants of war (ERW), to help and support their victims and to
educate people of the risk they pose.
MAPA Operations Review Workshop
A primary objective of the Mine Action Coordination Centre of Afghanistan (MACCA) is to build the capacity and raise awareness of its
staff and partners. To achieve this, workshops and trainings on a
number of issues are held regularly. From 10 to 13 November 2014,
MACCA's Operations and R&D Department conducted the Mine Action Programme of Afghanistan (MAPA) Operations Review Workshop in the Mine Detection Centre (MDC)’s conference room. The
workshop brought together the operations and quality management
managers and staff from different implementing partners (IPs) and
MACCA to share knowledge and experience in the fields of demining
operations and quality assurance.
The workshop provided an opportunity for the participants to review
and discuss the overall operational situation of the MAPA, its
achievements and key challenges, and to share ideas on how to cope
with current challenges so to further the effective and efficient implementation of mine action operations such as land release, quality

MAPA Operations Review Workshop

management, mine risk education and victim assistance.

in terms of data collection, victim assistance projects and gathering
information on sites of contamination.

As a result of discussions held during the four day workshop, some
main action points were highlighted for different sections of the In the future, MACCA will meet with ARCS and its CBHFA department
MAPA, including:
to improve coordination on MRE and other mine action activities. All
MAPA partners work on supporting each other in meeting their ob A comprehensive workshop focusing on land release to be con- jectives of reaching vulnerable communities across Afghanistan with
vened in order to carefully review and discuss the challenges of MRE messages.
land release, liability and occasional discovery of huge hazard
Children are the most vulnerable members of a community and all
areas.
MAPA implementing partners are therefore working hard to educate
 A systematic process to be implemented focused on involving them on the risks of mines and explosive remnants of war (ERW).
the MAPA in disaster management with the support of all stake- From 1 January 2014 until now there have been more than 360 casuholder's and IPs.
alties inflicted by mines, ERW and abandoned improvised explosive
 An evaluation of the Programme’s high priority activities needs devices. Unfortunately, more than 80% of the casualties were children.
to be implemented by all IPs
ARCS and MACCA are working closely together on MRE. The meeting
allowed all participants to leave with a clear picture of ARCS’s MRE
“I really appreciate MACCA for all the aspects of the workshop
activities and those of other MAPA partners.
and the very important topics and useful discussions conducted
during the last four days. The workshop helped me learn more
and bring further improvements in my work within my organisation.” (DMC representative)

Several participants provided their feedback on the workshop:

“The workshop was very useful; there were many important topics and thanks to MACCA for all its efforts in conducting it. Now
we should try to implement all of the action points. My only recommendation is to allocate more time for some of the workshop
topics in future sessions such as quality management and land
release.” (IP representative)
All participants agreed to work more within their organisations and
implement the useful tips which they learnt from the workshop. The
demining organisations that participated in the workshop were ATC,
DDG, DAFA, HALO Trust, OMAR, MCPA, MDC, FSD, and SDA. Several
MRE and victim assistance organisations also sent representatives
including ALSO, HI, CPI, AABRAR, AAR-Japan, DAO, AOAD, ICRC, ARCS
and KOO.
ARCS Mine Action Working Group Meeting
On 28 October 2014, the Afghan Red Crescent Society (ARCS) hosted
a meeting of the Mine Action Working Group at its main office in
Kabul. The meeting was chaired by Mrs Fatima Gilani, the President
of ARCS, and attended by Mr Mohammad Sediq Rashid, Director of
Mine Action Coordination Centre of Afghanistan (MACCA); Mr Samim
Hashimi, Mine Risk Education Manager at MACCA; Mr John Sobro,
Norwegian Red Cross Country Representative; and Ms Sooma Aslami,
Head of ARCS’ MRE Department . The main agenda of the meeting
was how to improve the mine risk education (MRE) component of the
Mine Action Programme of Afghanistan (MAPA) through accessing
additional resource channels.
ARCS, a member of MAPA, is planning to utilise its network of community-based health and first aid (CBHFA) young volunteers in the
Programme’s MRE activities. This will benefit the Programme by providing wider access to communities all over Afghanistan. CBHFA volunteers can help MAPA in providing MRE and could also offer support

MACCA and ARCS are working together to support mines/ERW
victims

Follow us on social media...

Mrs Fatima Gilani, the President of ARCS
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MINE ACTION BENCHMARKS IN AFGHANISTAN
Ottawa Convention:

As part of its obligations under the Ottawa Convention, Afghanistan aimed to clear all emplaced anti-personnel (AP)
mines by 2013; destroy all known AP mine stockpiles by 2007; provide mine risk education and assist mine survivors. To note,
t h e
Ottawa Convention is about the removal of AP mines, and not of anti-tank (AT) mines or ERW. However it is equally important to ensure
that other hazards are not forgotten whilst the focus is on meeting the Ottawa Convention’s obligations. In March 2012, the Afghan Government submitted a request for a ten-year extension of the deadline to remove all AP mines by 2023. All AP mine stockpiles have already been destroyed. This request was assessed by 10 members of secretariat at the end of November 2012, where all parties accepted the Afghanistan’s request. The
current baseline and progress is shown in the benchmark table below. In this table “Hazards”
represents number of hazardous areas and “Area” represents the area of hazards in square kilometers.
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b
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c
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d
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e
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138.8

4,197

506.2
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MINE ACTION ACHIEVEMENTS IN 1393 SO FAR





8,680 anti-personnel mines, 272 anti-tank mines, and 120,769 ERW destroyed.
89 communities cleared of known mines and ERW.
134,156 women and girls, and 192,433 men and boys received Mine/ERW risk education throughout the country.
1443 people received victim assistance and disability activities including Disability awareness & advocacy, Physical Rehabilitation and socioeconomical reintegration .

